Abstract The variance of the North Atlantic Oscillation index (denoted N) is shown to depend on its coupling with area-averaged sea ice concentration anomalies in and around the Barents Sea (index denoted B). The observed form of this coupling is a negative feedback whereby positive N tends to produce negative B, which in turn forces negative N. The effects of this feedback in the system are examined by modifying the feedback in two modeling frameworks: a statistical vector autoregressive model (F VAR ) and an atmospheric global climate model (F CAM ) customized so that sea ice anomalies on the lower boundary are stochastic with adjustable sensitivity to the model's evolving N. Experiments show that the variance of N decreases nearly linearly with the sensitivity of B to N, where the sensitivity is a measure of the negative feedback strength. Given that the sea ice concentration field has anomalies, the variance of N goes down as these anomalies become more sensitive to N. If the sea ice concentration anomalies are entirely absent, the variance of N is even smaller than the experiment with the most sensitive anomalies. Quantifying how the variance of N depends on the presence and sensitivity of sea ice anomalies to N has implications for the simulation of N in global climate models. In the physical system, projected changes in sea ice thickness or extent could alter the sensitivity of B to N, impacting the within-season variability and hence predictability of N.
Introduction
Physical reasoning suggests that winter sea ice variability over the North Atlantic should be sensitive to the overlying atmospheric circulation since the latter can generate anomalies of sea ice velocity, atmospheric heat transport, and oceanic heat transport. As an example of this coupling, the upward trend of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (N) from the 1960s through the mid-1990s increased the rate of winter sea ice retreat over the North Atlantic (Deser 2000; Venegas and Mysak 2000; Rigor et al. 2002; Hu et al. 2002; Liu and Curry 2004; Rothrock and Zhang 2005; Ukita et al. 2007 ). Since then, the NAO trend has reversed, and an overall downward trend in total sea ice extent is emerging that appears to be anthropogenic (Johannessen et al. 2004 ) and accelerating in summer (e.g. Comiso 2006; Serreze et al. 2007 ). There nonetheless remains, superimposed on this overall downward trend in sea ice extent, a measurable signature of forcing by atmospheric circulation variability (Comiso 2006; Maslanik et al. 2007; Francis and Hunter 2004; Deser and Teng 2008) .
A substantial fraction of this atmospheric forcing is connected to the NAO, whose imprint is discernible as wind-driven sea ice extent anomalies in daily data (Kimura and Wakatsucchi 2001) , and ice motion and thickness anomalies in multi-year satellite records (Kwok et al. 2005) . During positive NAO, sea ice concentrations in the Barents Sea tend to be lower than average in association with increased temperatures related to enhanced atmospheric and oceanic heat transport (Yamamoto et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2000; Liu and Curry 2004) . Koenigk et al. (2009) recently used a fully coupled model to show that that sea ice concentrations within the Barents Sea are most sensitive to wind-driven sea ice transport, with oceanic heat transport playing a small role in interannual variations and a large role in variations on longer time scales.
NAO-driven sea ice variations project strongly onto, and are likely largely responsible for, the leading pattern of North Atlantic sea ice concentration variability . This leading pattern consists of a dipole pattern of oppositely signed concentration anomalies in the Labrador and Barents Seas, where Barents Sea concentrations are lower during positive NAO. We refer to this variability pattern as the Greenland Sea-ice Dipole (GSD).
Modeling studies have shown that a positive GSD-like sea ice pattern sustained from December through April will generate a negative NAO-like hemispheric-scale response Deser et al. 2004; Alexander et al. 2004; Kvamsto et al. 2004) . These results evidence the presence of a negative feedback since the positive NAO produces a positive GSD pattern. Deser et al. (2007) showed that this negative feedback begins as a baroclinic response localized to the forcing that reaches peak intensity in 5-10 days and persists for 2-3 weeks. If the GSD pattern is sustained beyond several weeks, the atmosphere develops a larger-scale equivalent barotropic response resembling the negative polarity of the Northern Annular Mode, which is maintained primarily by nonlinear transient fluxes of eddy vorticity (Deser et al. 2007 ) related in part to changes in Rossby wave breaking (Strong and Magnusdottir 2010b) .
There is evidence of non-stationarity in the association between sea ice and the NAO related to multi-decadal external forcing. Modeling studies show, for example, a strong impact of the North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (MOC) on sea ice in the Arctic Ocean and Barents Sea (Delworth et al. 1997; Jungcalus et al. 2005) . Reconstructing North Atlantic sea ice extent back to 1800, Fauria et al. (2009) found weak running correlations prior to 1950 and significant correlations thereafter. For the period 1978 , Strong et al. (2009 (hereafter, SMS) detected significant negative feedback between winter sea ice and the NAO at weekly time scales using satellite observations of sea ice concentration, atmospheric reanalysis data, and the testable definitions of causality and feedback developed by Granger (1969) . For interannual and longer time scales, Strong and Magnusdottir (2010a) examined multi-model ensemble simulations of the twentieth to twenty-third centuries, and found that an NAO-driven pattern of sea ice variabilty will persist but change somewhat in form as the ice edge retreats under projected global warming.
The present manuscript is focused on how the feedback between sea ice and the NAO affects the variance of sea ice and the variance of the NAO index. If, for example, we turn off the feedback or double the sensitivity of the feedback, how is the variance of the NAO index affected?
To quantify the effects of the sea ice-NAO feedback, we use two observationally-motivated models of the sea ice-NAO system. The first model is based on the vectorautoregressive statistical model used in SMS. The second model is an atmospheric global climate model modified so that sea ice anomalies on the lower boundary are stochastic with adjustable sensitivity to the model's evolving NAO index. Our observational data are described in Sect. 2, followed by our modeling methods (Sect. 3), Results (Sect. 4), and a Summary and Discussion (Sect. 5).
Data
Consistent with SMS, we defined the NAO index N based on the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of weekly mean NCEP/NCAR reanalysis sea level pressure data for the 21-week extended winter from 4 December through 23 April for years . Data were detrended, deseasonalized, and restricted to the domain used in Hurrell (1995) (20°-80°N and 90°W-40°E) . A portion of this EOF is contoured in Fig. 1 .
SMS used a sea ice index (G) based on the GSD pattern. Here, we simplify this by focusing on the Barents Sea center of action since it accounts for nearly the entire feedback signal detected by Magnusdottir et al. (2004) . We define an index B which is the area-weighted, weeklymean, sea ice concentration anomaly within the region outlined in Fig. 1 , where the anomaly is relative to the long term mean for that week. This definition for B yields an intuitive sign convention whereby high B corresponds to anomalously high sea ice concentrations over the Barents Sea, but we note that the sign of B is opposite to the sign of the GSD index, so the negative feedback in this system is
as shown in Sect. 4.1. The B index is calculated using National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) sea ice concentrations derived from Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Special Sensor Microwave/Imager radiances (Cavalieri et al. 2008) . These sea ice data are on a 25-km grid nominally once every 2 days for 1978-1986 and once daily for 1987 to present. We do not include winter 1987-1988 in our study because of a data gap.
Modeling
We use two modeling frameworks to explore how feedback between sea ice and the NAO affects the variance of sea ice and the variance of the NAO. The first framework is a linear statistical model coupling N and B as a vectorautoregressive (VAR) process (Sect. 3.1, framework denoted F VAR ). The second framework couples a linear stochastic model of B to the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) Version 3.0 (Sect. 3.2, framework denoted F CAM ). The simplicity of F VAR allows us to run many long experiments with minimal computational expense, and to obtain explicit expressions for how the variances of N and B are affected by feedback. The F VAR results provide a view of system behavior based on a linear framework, and we compare these linear results to analogous experiments in the F CAM system which is solving nonlinear partial differential equations to determine N.
Statistical model
In SMS, we studied feedback between sea ice and the NAO using a VAR model that included contemporaneous as well as lagged effects. For our purposes here, we maintain lag order p, simplify the model by excluding contemporaneous effects, and introduce ''feedback scaling parameters'' g and h to be used when experimenting with the model. Denoting N during week t by N t , and B during week t by B t , we write F VAR as
where B t and N t are stationary with zero mean, and e Bt and e Nt are uncorrelated white noise disturbances with respective standard deviations r B and r N . The parameters g and h govern, respectively, how sensitive B is to N and how sensitive N is to B. In general, and particularly when fitting F VAR to observations, g = h = 1. The feedback scaling parameters may be given values other than 1 for the purpose of experimentation aimed at determining the response of the system to a stronger (e.g., g = 1.5) or weaker feedback (e.g., g = 0.5). We can write (2) compactly as
To determine the appropriate order p, we fit the model to observations at order p (i.e., ''unrestricted'') and compare it to the model fit at order p -1 (i.e., ''restricted''). Where we detect a significant degradation in model strength going from p to p -1, we declare p to be the appropirate model order. Significant degradations in model strength are tested for using the log-likelihood ratio given by Sims (1980) L ðT À cÞðlog jR r j À log jR u jÞ ð4Þ
where T is the number of use-able observations, c the maximum number of regressors in the longest equation, and jR u j and jR r j are the determinants of the covariance matrices of the unrestricted and restricted model's residuals, respectively. To quantify the variance of N and the variance of B in F VAR , we want expressions for the 2p ? 1 covariance matrices elements, we post-multiply (3) by x t-j T , j = 0, 1, ..., p and take expectations, yielding (e.g., Brockwell and Davis 1996) 
where ! is the covariance matrix of e t : Numerically solving the linear system (6-7) yields all the unique elements of (5), and we will be focusing primarily on the variances c NN and c BB . As we will show in Sect. 4.2, the statistical properties of simulations from F VAR converge to the solutions to (6-7) for large sample size.
Atmospheric global climate model
As described above, F VAR couples a linear expression for N to a linear expression for B where the latter is written
F CAM retains (8) as the linear expression for B, but couples it to CAM. To acheive this coupling, we wrote a parallelized module for CAM that introduces a weekly sea ice concentration anomaly according to Eq. 8, but with the values of weekly mean N calculated from the sea level pressure fields being generated within CAM during the run. The module requires three input files: (1) the spatial pattern of the NAO obtained from a long unforced run analyzed the same way as the observational NAO (Sect. 2), (2) a weekly climatology of sea level pressure based on a long unforced run, and (3) a ''B-file'' containing mapped sea ice concentration anomalies for a range of B values and months. The sea ice concentration anomalies in the B-file are given on the model's latitude-longitude grid, and are specified as a function of month and the index B. Each anomaly map is a composite of NSIDC sea ice concentration anomaly observations grouped by the five months December through April, and seven B index bins centered around the integers À3; À2; . . .; 3: As illustrative examples, Fig. 1a shows the composite sea ice anomaly for all January observations with B indices in the bin centered on B = -2, and Fig. 1b shows the composite sea ice anomaly for all February observations with B indices in the bin centered on B = 3. Experimentation with F CAM using more idealized, smooth anomalies produced results similar to those presented here.
Week t = 1 is defined as the first seven days of model integration, and F CAM specifies the preceding p weeks as initial conditions. When the model initializes, it therefore sets t = 1 and does the following:
1. Set initial conditions B t=1-i = 0 for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p: 2. Set initial conditions N t=1-i = c for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p where c is the value of the NAO index calculated from the sea level pressure field in the initial condition file. 3. Calculate B 1 using the 2p initial conditions and Eq. 8. 4. Determine the sea ice concentration anomaly field to be applied during week t = 1 by going to the current model month in the B-file and linearly interpolating the sea ice concentration anomaly at each grid point as a function of B to the value B 1 .
The module then takes the steps required to perform the following every seven days beginning on week t = 2:
1. Calculate N t-1 using the preceding week's sea level pressure fields, which the model has stored, weighted by the square root of the grid area, deseasonalized, and projected onto the spatial pattern of the NAO. 2. Calculate B t from Eq. 8 using B t-i and N t-i for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p: 3. Determine the sea ice concentration anomaly field to be applied during next seven days by going to the current model month in the B-file and linearly interpolating the sea ice concentration anomaly at each grid point as a function of B to the value B t . For the sea ice concentration anomalies used in our experiments, going to a specific month in the B-file produces anomaly patterns that are similar to those obtained by performing a more expensive bi-linear interpolation as a function of month and B t .
F CAM can be thought of as a modeling framework that is intermediate between running CAM coupled to a full ice model and running CAM forced by sea ice linearly interpolated from a climatology. This intermediate framework is useful for our purposes because we can explicitly control aspects of B including whether, and to what degree, B is sensitive to variations in CAM's evolving N.
Experiments
We designed our experiments to uncover the effects of feedback in the B and N system. In the experiments, we varied the values of the feedback scaling parameters g and h as shown in Table 1 . Our control case (CTL) corresponds conceptually to the observed system, with N and B having realistic sensitivity to one another (i.e., g = h = 1). For the CTL case, B evolved as a vector autoregressive process sensitive to the past states of itself, the past states of N, and a stochastic forcing. For the IND experiment, g = h = 0 meaning that B and N evolved independently. In terms of F CAM , the IND case is equivalent to forcing the atmosphere with an anomaly-free sea ice climatology. For the AR experiment, B evolved as an autoregressive process, meaning it was sensitive to the past states of itself and a stochastic forcing. For the VAR2 experiment, B evolved as in CTL but with a doubled sensitivity to N (i.e., g = 2). In the physical system, a change in the responsiveness of B to N could be related to, for example, changes in the thickness or extent of the sea ice.
For F CAM , we developed a 150-member ensemble for each of CTL, IND, AR, and VAR2. Each member covered the 21 weeks beginning on December 4, with initial conditions taken from a long unforced run. We define the response as the total variance of the experiment ensemble divided by the total variance of the CTL ensemble. For F VAR , we define the response as the variance in the experiment case divided by the variance of the CTL case, where each variance comes from the solution to the linear system (6-7). We denote the response by a vertical bar followed by a subscript denoting the experiment. For example, the response of c NN in the AR experiment is c NN|AR .
Results
We have two results sections. In the first (4.1), we present observations of N and B, fit the VAR to these observations, and verify that the F VAR and F CAM models reasonably capture the observed behavior of B and N. In Sect. 4.2, we present results from experimentation with F VAR and F CAM .
Observations
For observations, the lagged correlations of N and B are shown in Fig. 2 , and we will interpret them in the context of a hypothetical, anomalously high value of N. Concurrent with this high value of N (at lag 0), B tends to be anomalously low, indicating a reduction in sea ice over the Barents Sea that is physically consistent with the patterns of temperature advection and sea ice velocity associated with the positive NAO. This tendency for anomalously low B is visible over lags of several weeks forward from the N anomaly. One to six weeks after B is anomalously low, N tends to decrease (positive correlations toward left side of Fig. 2a) . This is evidence of the negative feedback between N and B discussed in Sect. 1. Comparison of Fig. 2b and c shows that B is more autocorrelated than N and subject to less short-term fluctuations or ''noise.'' Fitting system (2) to observations, we find the appropriate model order to be p = 4 (method in Sect. 3.1) as in SMS. Parameter values for / matrix are as given in Table 2 . By testing the significance of these parameters using Eq. 4, we conclude at the 95% confidence level that there is Granger feedback (Granger 1969) between N and B. SMS provide a closely related result and more discussion of Granger feedback detection in this application. The blue and red curves in Fig. 2 show, respectively, lagged correlations for output from F VAR and F CAM . Both models capture the temporal covariation of N and B reasonably well.
Model responses
We first use F VAR to show how c NN and c BB respond to the g and h feedback scaling parameter settings in the IND, AR, and VAR2 experiments. As noted in Sect. 3.1, we can Table 1 For each experiment: a description, the settings of the scaling parameters g and h (see Eq. 2), and the notation used to refer to the experiment For the CTL case, we solved Eqs. 6-7 with g = h = 1, and Table 3 provides some select values from this solution: c NN , c BB , and c BN (3). Figure 3 shows that synthetic data generated from F VAR converge toward these numerical solutions as t becomes large.
To provide a context for the three experiment results, we calculated c NN and c BB responses for a large set of values of g and h ranging from -1 to 2.5 (Fig. 4a, b, respectively) . In the AR experiment, feedback is turned off by setting g = 0 meaning that B is independent of previous values of N, but N still depends on past values of B. The response is a 5% increase in c NN (i.e., c NN|AR = 1.05, Fig. 4a ). To provide the details underlying c NN|AR , we write the equation for c NN from (7)
The c NB (i) terms all become positive in AR meaning that anomalies of B tend to be followed by like-signed anomalies of N, and the c NN (i) terms increase, meaning that the autocorrelation of N increases. Both changes contribute toward higher c NN . In the same experiment, the variance of B decreases by 6% (c BB|AR = 0.94, Fig. 4b ). In the equation for c BB from (7)
setting g = 0 reduces the variance of B because the c BN terms contribute positively to c BB in CTL.
In the VAR2 experiment, we increase the strength of the negative feedback by setting g = 2. The variance, c NN , decreases by approximately 2% (c NN|VAR2 = 0.98, Fig. 4a ) and c BB increases by approximately 42% (c BB|VAR2 = 1.42, Fig. 4b ). In the IND experiment, the settings g = h = 0 isolate N and B from each other, and the variance of each decreases (c NN|IND = 0.99 in Fig. 4a , c BB|IND = 0.93 in Fig. 4b ). The variance responses for the IND case are not large, and arise from the significant but small feedback captured by fitting the / i matrix in (3) to observational data. At the end of this section, we show that the variance responses in the F CAM results are larger.
Commenting more generally on the surfaces in Fig. 4 , the responses become rapidly large in portions of the response plane of g and h that are shaded in Fig. 4c . In these shaded regions, the sign of either g or h becomes negative, rendering the feedback positive and generating very large variances of N and B. The response surfaces are symmetrical about the origin with asymptotes (dashed lines) along which the contoured response is isolated from the other system variable, as in the IND case. Using the c NN response as an example (Fig. 4a) , there is an asymptote at h = 0 because this scaling desensitizes N to B, so a change in g, which is a scaling factor in the B equation, has no effect on N. Table 2 Values of the parameters in the / matrices of system (3) estimated from observations with g = h = 1 show the number of weeks in each F CAM ensemble Table 3 Covariances for the system (3) solved for using observational estimates of the / and ! matrices in Table 2 c NN 1.02
We now turn to the F CAM results (red circles, Fig. 5 ). For the purposes of comparison, Fig. 5 shows portions of the F VAR results as curves. These F VAR response curves are taken from the surfaces in Fig. 4 running down the plots from VAR2 to CTL to AR (curve in Fig. 5a taken from Fig. 4a ; curve in Fig. 5b taken from Fig. 4b ). Considering the AR, CTL, and VAR2 results, the F CAM results agreed qualitatively with the F VAR results: turning feedback off in AR increases c NN and decreases c BB , whereas doubling the feedback sensitivity in VAR2 produces the opposite responses. F VAR models an approximately linear response of c NN to g (curve in Fig. 5a ), and this curve is within one standard error of the F CAM results. F VAR models a strongly nonlinear response of c BB to g (curve in Fig. 5b ), but the F CAM results lack the curvature of the F VAR model, suggesting an approximately linear response of c BB to g. Linear regressions of the variance responses in F CAM are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 5 , and we conclude that the variance of N and B in F CAM depend approximately linearly on the sensitivity of B to N for the range 0Bg B2.
For the IND case, the c BB response is the same as in the AR case (not shown) because B lacks sensitivity to N in both experiments (i.e., g = 0, Table 1 ). For c NN in the IND case, h = 0 and the F CAM result matches in sign, but is stronger than the F VAR result (Fig. 5a ). Specifically, F VAR predicts a small c NN response when isolating N from B, but F CAM produces the strongest response in c NN for the cases we examined, amounting to a 6% decrease. F VAR and F CAM are thus in agreement about responses with respect to the sensitivity of B to N (i.e., g), but agree less well about responses with respect to the sensitivity of N to B (i.e., h). This is not entirely unexpected since F CAM generates N using nonlinear equations of motion and parameterized model physics.
Summary and discussion
We quantified the effects of negative feedback between the North Atlantic Oscillation index (denoted N) and an index of sea ice concentration anomalies in and around the Barents Sea (denoted B). Statistically testable definitions of causality and feedback were used to conclude that, in observations, positive N tends to produce negative B, which in turn forces negative N. We then investigated this feedback by modifying it in two modeling frameworks: a statistical vector autoregressive model (F VAR ) and an atmospheric global climate model (F CAM ) customized so that sea ice anomalies on the lower boundary were a b c Fig. 4 For F VAR output, the response of (a) the variance of N (denoted c NN ) and (b) the variance of B (denoted c BB ) to changes in the feedback scaling parameters g and h, and (c) a schematic indicating key areas in the response plane of g and h. stochastic with adjustable sensitivity to the model's evolving N. We focused on how the variance of N and the variance of B respond to changes in the system feedback. We defined a control case (CTL) in which B evolved as a vector autoregressive process sensitive to the past states of itself, the past states of N, and a stochastic forcing. For the IND experiment, B and N evolved independently. For the AR experiment, B evolved as an autoregressive process, meaning it was sensitive to the past states of itself and a stochastic forcing. For the VAR2 experiment, B evolved as in CTL but with a doubled sensitivity to N. In the physical system, a change in the responsiveness of B to N could be related to interannually varying properties of the sea ice. For example, a thinner sea ice pack could be more responsive to thermodynamic forcing by NAO-driven atmospheric temperature advection. Also, the position of the sea ice edge relative to the centers of action of the NAO could govern how sensitive B is to wind-driven sea ice advection.
In the following conclusions, we take ''feedback strength'' to mean the value of the feedback scaling parameter g, which is the sensitivity of B to N. The variance of N (c NN ) tends to decrease as feedback strength increases in F CAM and F VAR , and this sensitivity depends approximately linearly on g. The variance of B (c BB ) tends to increase as feedback strength increases in F CAM and F VAR , and this sensitivity is approximately linear in F CAM , exhibiting more curvature in F VAR . In F CAM , the IND case produced the strongest response in c NN , amounting to a 6% decrease in variance. This is different from the F VAR prediction that c NN would be very similar in the IND and CTL cases. This difference indicates that F VAR and F CAM produce reasonably similar responses when feedback is scaled by changing the sensitivity of B to N (i.e., g), but produce less similar responses when feedback is scaled by changing the sensitivity of N to B.
Based on the F CAM results, the variance of N increased progressively from IND to VAR2 to CTL to AR. In other words, a zero-anomaly sea ice climatology (IND case) produces minimal N variance whereas, given that the sea ice field has anomalies (VAR2, CTL, or AR cases), the variance of N goes down as these anomalies become more sensitive to N. This negative-slope, approximately linear response of c NN to the feedback strength is consistent with the fundamental behavior of negative feedback, and its quantification has implications for the simulation of internal variability in atmospheric global climate models forced by sea ice, and for the predictability of N under projected changes in winter sea ice extent.
